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Welcome to Numat’s ‘Benefits of Dairy Rubber Matting’ book. Inside you’ll find a 
range of case studies from dairy farmers from around New Zealand. As you’ll see, 
many dairy farms are now gaining the benefits of dairy rubber surfacing. These 
benefits include greater milk productivity, reduced lameness and injuries, and 
easier pasture management.

We’ve broken this book up into three sections. The first one deals with the benefits 
of installing rubber matting on the dairy yard. The second section makes the case 
for rubber matting as a solution to slipping, injuries, and poor cow flow. The third 
section is focused on rubber matting benefits for feed pads and shelters.

As you’ll see, each section is supported by case studies that show how our 
customers are using rubber matting as a management tool to get healthier cows, 
higher milk production, and better environmental outcomes. 

If you have any questions about the articles and case studies in the book, don’t 
hesitate to get in touch. Email us on info@numat.co.nz or call on 0800 686 119.

Thanks for reading

Mike Judd

Welcome
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Find out  
how you can 
improve:
• Rate of lameness
• Rate of injury
• Time spent cleaning
• Milking times
• Water usage
• Protecting the surface below,  
 makes your concrete last longer
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Did you know 
you can use 
your yards 
with rubber 
matting as a 
stand off pad?

Did you know? You can avoid spending 
hundreds of thousands of dollars on 
off pasture stand-off solutions and still 
provide a comfortable, easy to maintain
stand-off pad for your cows.
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If you haven’t yet installed rubber mats on your yard you’re 
missing an opportunity to utilise it as an effective stand 
off pad. With rubber matting down, you can stand off a 
large portion of your herd for extended periods during wet 
weather. 

Rubber matting makes it more comfortable for cows to 
stand or lie down on for longer periods of time. It is also less 
slippery so your cows will feel confident moving around.

Cow lameness and great expense can  
be avoided with rubber matting on 
your stand-off pad.
Quality rubber matting provides a very comfortable surface 
for cows to stand on. It is non slip and much easier to 
maintain than other surface materials for stand-off pads. 

Rubber matting can be easily hosed down and it will last for 
many years as long as you choose a quality product. Numat’s 
rubber matting for stand-off pads comes with a 10 year 
guarantee.

Dozens of farms have already been doing this by installing 
rubber matting on their existing concrete yard.

What dairy farmers have learned about 
the efficient use of existing concrete 
surfaces
As many dairy farmers have now discovered – if you install 
purpose-made rubber matting on your yard, you get a fully 
compliant stand-off pad for a fraction of the cost of building a 
new stand-off pad. In most cases, the effluent management 
system is already built into the yard – so the expense of a 
new effluent system is avoided.

Improve farm performance 5x
Installing rubber matting on your yard provides you with a 
long-term stand-off pad – but it does much more than that… 
Consider the improved comfort for your cows at milking time 
– leading to faster flow and shorter milking times. 

Then there is the ease of cleaning that rubber has over 
concrete – reducing the time and water it takes for clean-up. 
And, by adding rubber matting to your yard, you extend the 
life of the concrete by up to 50 years.

Benefits of stand-off pads

Less pugging of paddocks and 
better production as a result

Better management of nutrients

Better pasture management 
by extending rotation

Prevent cows lying down on 
paddocks instead of feeding

Dairy NZ says “A stand-off pad is a 
purpose built, drained loafing area where 
stock can be held for long periods when it is 
not suitable to have them on pasture.”

How many times in recent years have you had to make the 
choice between ruined pasture or standing cows on concrete? 
And how many times have you weighed the cost of building a 
stand-off pad or feed pad, but found it to be too high?

Chances are your existing concrete yard is already drained 
and fenced suitably so the only problem is that it is concrete 
which is uncomfortable for cows to stand on for long periods 
of time. 

Installing quality rubber matting to your existing concrete 
yard gives you a great surface that you can utilise as a stand-
off area for part of your herd. How many you can stand off 
on the yard will depend on the size of the area covered in 
rubber matting.
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9 Years of 
Healthier 
Cows with 
Numat 
Matting.

Hines’ dairy farm, Motumauoho 

Rex and Annette Hines’ dairy farm in Motumauoho has had 
Numat rubber down for near on nine years.  
Matthew Murdock, who has been managing the farm’s  
herd for the past two years, says it’s one of the best 
management tools he has for looking after the wellbeing of 
the cows and the pasture.

The rubber was installed on the farm’s main yard in response 
to pasture management issues during wet weather. With 
rubber on the yard, Matthew can stand cows off for long 
periods of time, saving his paddocks from damage.

Another issue the matting has alleviated is cow stress caused 
by having cows on concrete. “The cows just walk off like 
spring chickens, you wouldn’t even know they’d been stood 
off, there’s no tenderness at all.”

Case Study: Using yards as a stand-off pad
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Matthew says he’s tried other means of standing off cows, 
such as saw dust pads and wintering pads, but these get 
mucky and require a lot of maintenance. With the Numat 
rubber matting, maintenance is minimal. “Every day you can 
just hose this down and start fresh again. Pretty simple, 
just the same as washing your yard – and all your effluent is 
contained,” says Matthew.

Ultimately, the decision to install rubber has meant the 
cows are far more comfortable and healthier. “You’re not 
bringing in little stones onto the yard and the last cow that 
comes in, she isn’t stuck on concrete for two hours. I’m 
pretty sure they appreciate it.”

“ It’s perfect. You can have them on for 
days on end. It reduces pugging ten-fold. 
It’s all about looking after the pasture 
really – if you don’t smash it up, you grow 
a lot more,”

 Matthew Murdock, Hines’ dairy farm in Motumauoho

Lameness
Reduced

Reduced
Cleaning Time

Reduced
Water Usage

Pugging 
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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10 years and 
counting at 
Swanslea 
Farm in 
Kopaurahi

Schipper’s dairy farm, Kopaurahi

Henry Schipper has had Numat rubber matting in his yard 
for just under 10 years. His favourite aspects of the mats are 
durability and cow comfort.

Henry installed Numat rubber matting on his yard in 
Kopaurahi in 2010, after major issues with pugging in 
wintertime.

In the past, Henry had used other options including sawdust 
pads, but they would become mucky and cause leaching and 
were no longer a viable solution.

With an issue at hand, they began looking into other options 
for standing off. Building a whole new pad would have been 
a big cost, so they decided to utilize their yard. To do so, they 
needed to address the concrete surface as Henry felt putting 
the cows on concrete day in and day out was not a feasible 
option long-term. That’s why he chose to put Numat rubber 
matting down.

Case Study: Using yards as a stand-off pad
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Straight away, Henry noticed a big reduction in hoof 
problems. And with the rubber matting in, they found they 
could put the cows on the yard for a fortnight to three weeks 
at a time when wet. Henry simply gives them four to five 
hours of grazing and then they’re back on the rubber.

“They’re quite happy. Yeah, it’s warm, I think. That’s the big 
thing. They haven’t really looked back, you know… they love it.”

The main benefits that Henry has found with the matting 
are durability and cow comfort. When the cows are dragging 
stones onto the yard, the matting has a bit of give which has 
led to a big reduction in hoof problems.

Even after 10 years of having the rubber matting, Henry is 
still impressed with the quality of the rubber. “I think the 
state of them is still really good.” Ten years seems like a long 
time but due to the matting’s durability and quality, Henry 
hopes to get another 10 years, stating, “I thought I’d probably 
get 10 years out of it. Well, we’re there now so I’m quite 
happy. Hopefully another ten years.”

“ Since we’ve put the matting down, we’ve 
had basically no bad hoof problems, 
nothing like we used to have.”

 Henry Schipper, dairy farmer in Kopauraki

Lameness
Reduced

Reduced
Cleaning Time

Reduced
Water Usage

Pugging 
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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No more 
slipping for 
the cows of 
Kaimanawa 
farm

Kaimanawa Farm, Waitaki Valley

A major reduction in lameness and a big increase in cow 
comfort – it’s a good news dairying story straight out of the 
Waitaki Valley. 

Kaimanawa Farms is located in Kurow in the Waitaki Valley. 
The farm milks 1500 cows twice a day on a 60 bale rotary. 
They’ve had Numat matting on their yard, entry/exit, 
and bales for 4 years and have seen a major reduction in 
lameness.

Kaimanawa Farms owner Daniel Bishop has witnessed first-
hand what happens to pastures during prolonged periods of 
wet weather. Originally from the North Island, Daniel spent 
time working on the family farm on the Hauraki Plains where 
the paddocks were often saturated after heavy rainfall. He 
had grown used to standing off cows for extended periods of 
time to save waterlogged pastures.

Unfortunately, the farm lacked a decent stand-off pad. And 
the concrete feed pad Daniel and his father Wayne were 
using instead, wasn’t fit for purpose. Leaving cows on the 
concrete feed pad for too long was causing hoof problems.

Case Study: Using yards as a stand-off pad
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“ We put down the rubber and it reduced 
the lameness big time. The cows were 
so much more comfortable and we could 
put them on for longer periods of time.”

 Daniel Bishop, dairy farmer in Waitaki Valley

As Daniel puts it, “We were standing cows off for long periods 
of time and concrete was just too hard on them. We were 
getting a lot of lame cows from the concrete.”

In search of a solution, Daniel and Wayne had tried a couple 
of different options – namely post peelings and cheap rubber 
matting – but these solutions proved expensive as they didn’t 
last long and required constant replacement. 

It was through a family friend that Daniel first found out 
about Numat matting. Their friend had laid Numat rubber 
two years prior and it still looked like new. The promise of a 
proven surface with a 10-year guarantee was compelling. 
They purchased and installed Numat’s Kura matting on their 
feed pad in the following month.

The results were immediate and overwhelmingly positive 
– a significant reduction in lame cow numbers and the 
welcome benefit of being able to stand off cows for longer 
periods of time.

“We put down the rubber and it reduced the lameness big 
time. The cows were so much more comfortable and we could 
put them on for longer periods of time.”

When Daniel and his family moved to Kurow to start 
Kaimamawa Farms, he took what he’d learnt in the Waikato 
with him, installing Kura matting on the farm’s yard, entry/ 
exit, and 60 bale rotary almost straight away.

Daniel says he likes the way the mats lock together and 
stay in place. But most importantly he likes the matting’s 
durability. “This stuff we’ve got here is 4 years old and you 
wouldn’t think it’s more than a month old. It’s certainly very 
durable.”

Another added benefit of the rubber matting is the reduction 
in cows slipping in the yard and around the shed. “It’s helping 
out big time. We’ve put it also on our platform and it’s helped 
out with slippage of the cows. We used to have a couple quite 
badly injure themselves. So, we’ve put the rubber down and 
it’s eliminated that problem completely. We don’t have any 
cows drop down at all.”

Overall, the matting has been a major win for the farm – and 
for Daniel’s cows. “They’re more content coming on the bales. 
There’s less kicking. They’re just so much more content.”

Lameness
Reduced

Reduced
Cleaning Time

Reduced
Water Usage

Pugging 
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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Increased 
stand-off 
time with 
rubber yard 
matting

Bryce Anderton, Tirau, Waikato

Bryce Anderton of Tirau in the Waikato milks 650 cows twice 
a day in a rotary shed. He installed the Kura matting in his 
holding yard as soon as he purchased the farm.

“My previous neighbour had the matting down in his dairy 
shed and I knew that it was something I wanted when we 
moved onto the new farm,” says Bryce.

The main reason Bryce wanted to install the rubber matting 
was to pre-empt any slipping injuries related to the move 
from a herringbone shed to a rotary. “About 10 years ago we 
had the same shifting scenario and I found it took a lot of 
training for the cows to get used to a different shed; we had a 
lot of slipping and lameness,” says Bryce.

Bryce says the Kura matting also provides an ideal solution 
as a stand-off pad. The cows can be kept in the soft and 
comfortable yard overnight and still walk off fine. Compared 
to concrete yards which he says are only good for two hours 
or less “and if you do leave them on concrete yards for the 
night, they all walk off like geriatrics the next day”.

“The matting was the best economic option for us. As a 
stand-off pad, I would say it will pay for itself in less than 
10 years; if we didn’t have the matting in the holding yards 

Case Study: Using yards as a stand-off pad
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“ About 30% of our cows went lame from 
that shift. I didn’t want to go through that 
again so I got the matting down as soon  
as possible when we shifted this time. 
So far we have only had about 3% of our 
cows go lame.”

      Bryce Anderton, Tirau, Waikato

for stand-off, then we would need another stand-off option 
like a sawdust pad which would require a lot more capital 
to install and it would take an annual upkeep of $5,000 
to $10,000. And that’s not including the cost of installing 
another effluent system, too,” he adds.

“It would be a lot of rigmarole and extra cost for something 
we might use once a month. The interest on the Kura matting 
is just $3,000 per annum, we use it every day, and we don’t 
need to worry about installing another effluent system.”

“I’m very happy with the rubber matting I’ve had it there for 
nearly 8 years now, it’s certainly lasting well, the durability 
is really good. Really happy that the cows enjoy standing on 
it, whether its during milking or during the wintertime when 
we’re standing cows off on it, it’s so nice to be able to stand 
them on rubber rather than concrete.”

“Certainly, the cows when they walk off rubber matting in 
the morning after having stood them off all night they walk 
off so easily, like they’ve only been on there for 5 minutes. As 
compared when we used to stand them off on concrete when 
they walked off the following morning they could hardly even 
walk, they were so stiff.”

Lameness
Reduced

Reduced
Cleaning Time

Reduced
Water Usage

Pugging 
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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How to  
improve 
cow flow  
and reduce 
injuries

Did you know? Ensuring the surfaces around
your dairy shed are comfortable and non-slip is
one of the best ways to increase cow 
confidence and reduce the risk of injuries.

18
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We’d all like to reduce the fuss and stress that comes with 
getting cows through milking time. When cows are hesitant 
to step into the shed it increases time and effort.

Making the journey in and out of your milking shed more 
comfortable for your herd will make your cows happier to go 
there and in turn improve miking times and cow flow. 

Studies show that rubber matting has a positive impact on 
cow mobility, hoof, and leg health. The softer underfoot 
conditions provided by rubber mats reduces the risk of 
physical injuries to the hoof compared to concrete floors, and 
therefore a reduction in lameness overall.

Comfortable non-slip surfaces to 
walk on
Ensuring the surfaces around your dairy shed are 
comfortable and non slip is one of the best ways to increase 
cow confidence and productivity. 

Have you noticed, when your lane starts getting bony 
or slushy, your cows start slowing down and doing their 
business – making it even worse? This in-turn brings more 
stones on to your yard. 

If your concrete surfaces are getting old and slippery then 
installing rubber matting is an effective and economical way 
to reduce the risk of injuries in your herd and extend the life 
of your concrete surfaces.

Return on investment for 
rubber matting
When a cow is unwell, there is not only a direct cost for 
veterinary treatment and extra labour for the farm staff, 
but also indirect financial losses due to decreased yield. Milk 
production has been shown to decrease for several months 
before and after the onset of a disease/disorder such as 
lameness.

Studies show that rubber matting can reduce the occurrence 
of lameness and also help cows to heal from their disease/
injury quicker. Therefore rubber matting can help reduce the 
financial losses caused by lameness.

Maintenance costs can be a big factor for some dairy alley 
options such as gravel. Rubber matting is long lasting and 
Numat guarantee the quality of their rubber matting for up 
to 10 years. That means with rubber matting you could save 
time and money on alley maintenance.

Risk Factors for hoof injuries

Pressured or stressed cows are 
more likely to stand on sharp 
stones and hurt themselves

Tracks that have sharp stones, mud, 
or holes

Slippery, stony, or cramped yards

Uneven surfaces, steep ramps, and 
long distances to milking sheds

“ Pressured or stressed cows are more 
likely to stand on sharp stones and hurt 
themselves.” 

 Neil Chesterton, Experienced Vet & NZ Lameness Expert

How to tell if your cows feel 
pressured or afraid
Cows are prey animals and there are several things that 
are likely to make them afraid such as: 

1.  Loud noises (whistling, banging, or shouting) 
2.  Being unable to see things in their blind spots or in  
 the dark. 
3.  Riding too close behind the herd on the way to the shed.
4.  Slippery surfaces that they might hurt themselves on.

The signs of pressure are:

1.  Not following (bunching).
2.  Sideways touching, cows like space between each other.
3.  Lower dominance cows having to reverse to escape.
4.   Heads up, cows need their head down to see where to 

place a front foot safely.

Cows that are pressured or afraid are more likely to stand  
on sharp stones or slip and injure themselves on the way  
to the shed.
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Case
Studies:
Reducing 
slipping 
and 
lameness.
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Comfortable 
cows the 
secret to 
success at 
Isla Bank 
dairy farm

Hardegger’s dairy farm, Winton

Paul Hardegger has been dairy farming in Central Southland 
for 14 years.  Since the installation of Numat on his underpass 
and holding yards in 2013, he has seen first-hand how rubber 
matting improves cow wellbeing, track maintenance, and 
farm productivity.

In 2013, Paul expanded the farm, purchasing an adjacent 
block of land. It was a good move which enabled him to 
grow his operation, but it also required the installation of an 
underpass to connect the new block to the existing property.

While the underpass did the trick for getting stock from one 
side of the farm to the other, it came with its own set of 
problems. The Knaprock surface, while initially good, needed 
constant maintenance and in the wetter seasons, it became 
mushy and hard to manage. Furthermore, the cows were 
uncomfortable on it and this caused them to slow down and 
lift their tails for a crap.

“When it got slushy, the cows didn’t want to walk on it, and 
it was slow. Then it got sharp and the cows would get lame,” 
says Paul. 

The solution to this problem came when Paul spied Numat’s 
ZigZag Roll product in a mail catalogue. When he saw that 

Case Study: Reducing slipping and lameness
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ZigZag Roll could be installed on flat track surfaces without 
the need for a concrete base, he thought he’d give it a go.

After speaking with Numat Agri Consultant, Myles Stewart, 
Paul ordered enough ZigZag Roll to cover 80 metres of track 
either side of his underpass – 160 metres all up.

Paul noticed a difference in his cow’s behaviour straight away 
– they were more comfortable on the rubber and less likely to 
stop or crap on the mats. This meant the surface was cleaner 
and easier to manage. 

At the time of installation, Paul had purchased a six-
thousand-dollar sweeper to keep the underpass clear, but 
since putting in the mats, he hasn’t once had to use it.  
“The sweeper is still sitting in the shed. When the mats get 
messy, we have some rain, then the wind blows through and 
it’s clean as new. You could go through it in your socks on a 
nice day,” says Paul.

One of the major unforeseen benefits of installing the mats 
was the reduction in lameness observed by Paul and his 
workers. “We used to have three of four lame cows a week – 
every night, lame cows. And that’s dropped off 90-95% and I 
can only put it down to the rubber matting. It’s been the best 
money we’ve ever spent,” says Paul.

“ We used to have three of four lame cows 
a week – every night, lame cows. And 
that’s dropped off 90-95% and I can only 
put it down to the rubber matting. It’s 
been the best money we’ve ever spent.”

 Paul Hardegger, dairy farmer in Winton

Paul was so impressed that he decided to install matting on 
his holding yards – a decision that has paid off in spades with 
a big improvement in cow flow at milking time. “It’s just the 
comfort for the cows, you could keep them on it for days. It’s 
so good on their feet,” says Paul.

Lameness
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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Slippery 
yards no 
longer a 
problem for 
this farm

Holmes’ dairy farm, Matamata

Bryan Holmes has been managing his family’s dairy farm near 
Matamata since 2008. The farm has been in the family for 
about 38 years, and they are currently milking 740 cows on 
205HA.

In 2020 the old concrete yard began to get slippery, so Bryan 
decided to install Numat’s Kura rubber matting. 

“The concrete yards were getting slippery from years of use, 
they’ve been in for about 12 years now and we have about 640 
cows go over it twice a day, so it gets a lot of traffic,” says Bryan.

“Within about a 3-month period it went from being 
manageable to having around 10 cows fall over due to 
slipping on the yards. They’d slip and fall over, and we were 
starting to get more substantial injuries because of it.” 

It wasn’t long before Bryan knew he had to do something 
about the problem. “It went from, ‘yeah it’d be nice to do 
something,’ to ‘we have to do something now!’

“We put the rubber matting down and since then we haven’t 
had to help a cow off that yard. Even through November, 
December, and January with grass staggers, we haven’t had 
any cows slip on the yard. Before the matting we were having 
to help about one cow up onto their feet per day or more.”

Case Study: Reducing slipping and lameness
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Bryan said he looked into getting grooves cut into the 
concrete yard before choosing rubber matting but didn’t look 
into it too hard because he didn’t really feel that was a long-
term solution. 

“We already had some Numat matting on the exit race, so we 
knew the quality of the matting and how durable it was. It had 
been in there for probably 6-7 years, and you can’t even see 
any wear in it at all, so we knew what we wanted,” Bryan said.

Bryan also got a quote for rubber matting from another 
company, but the quotes weren’t that far apart. 

“At the end of the day I just knew the quality of the Numat 
product because we’d seen it, so I thought well it’d be stupid 
to go with another product you don’t know about. I knew the 
quality and how long it was going to last and since we’ve had 
that down on the yard, you can’t see any wear on it at all so 
yeah, it’s good,” says Bryan. 

There were also some added benefits to installing rubber 
matting that Bryan hadn’t expected.

“Cow flow into the shed has improved, which was something 
we hadn’t factored in at all. They’re not standing there 
worried they’re going to slip so they’re more comfortable 
coming into the shed than they were before.”

“ I haven’t even seen one cow go down on 
the yard since the matting was installed 
so that’s been awesome.”

 Bryan Holmes, dairy farmer in Matamata

“It’s probably helped the cows let down a little bit sooner than 
they would of before because they’re more comfortable.”

The rubber matting has a non-porous vulcanised surface that 
makes the clean-up process easier. Bryan says, “It washes 
down easier than concrete.”

Bryan was happy with the installation of the rubber matting 
on his yards and said, “it was a good group of guys who came 
and did the job, and it took them just over 3 days to get it all 
bolted down, so that was great.”

Bryan plans to keep adding more matting to the entry and 
exit areas of their dairy yard as well as other problem slip 
areas on their farm tracks.

“We are planning to install a couple of pallets of matting a 
year and get as much done as we can. We are concentrating 
on the exit and entry to the cow shed now that we’ve got 
the yard done. That’s the main slip points covered and then 
I’ve got another one that is coming out of the feed pad to the 
yards which we would like to do next, so we’ll work away at 
those first and then we’ll look at the feed pad later I think.”

Reduced
Cleaning Time

Reduced
Water Usage

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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Little Ben 
Station 
reduces 
lame cow 
numbers 
with Legend

Merv McCabe’s dairy farm, Omarama

Little Ben Station is 130kms inland from Oamaru. It’s ten years 
since they started developing this farm and they’ve been 
milking for seven years. 

When Merv McCabe went looking for a solution to his effluent 
containment and lame cow problems he considered a few 
different options including white gravel, concrete, and rubber 
matting. Merv knew concrete would be hard on his cows hooves 
and that white gravel would require frequent maintenance. 
After doing his sums, he discovered rubber matting was the 
most cost effective option for addressing both problems.

After an on-site visit, Numat recommended their Canadian-
made Legend mat to cover the trouble area. Merv agreed and 
installed the mats himself.

Since laying the rubber down, Merv says he’s seen a major 
reduction in foot problems adding, “The cows love it. They 
virtually dance on it. It’s encouraging to see that.”

Case Study: Reducing slipping and lameness
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“ The cows love it. They virtually dance on 
it. It’s encouraging to see that.”

     Merv McCabe, dairy farmer in Omarama

“Was it worth it? I’d have to say it was… hence why we’re doing 
the other two lanes this season.”

One of Merv’s major concerns prior to installing the matting 
was not knowing how long it would last and if it would be cost 
effective. Since then, any question over the durability of the 
matting has been well and truly satisfied. Merv says, “We’ve 
done three seasons and you would think that it was only put 
down yesterday.”

Lameness
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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Rubber 
surfacing 
solves 
slipping in 
Herringbone 
Shed

Lucas Allcock’s dairy farm, Te Awamutu

Lucas Allcock knew what he wanted. The Te Awamutu farmer 
needed matting with “a thick grip that was long lasting” for 
his 270-strong herd.

The reason behind this purchase was plainly evident at each 
feeding time. “We were having problems with the cows 
coming up to feed. The big Friesians were jamming up and 
pushing each other. As a result, we were getting a lot of 
lameness in the herd.”

Having dealt with Numat before for a previous installation 
of pit matting, Lucas found the “service to be great” and the 
products “high quality and at a reasonable price”.

In August the bails and exit area of the herringbone shed 
were covered with Numat’s Legend mat. The results were 
almost instantaneous. “The cows took a couple of milkings to 
get used to it,” said Lucas. “Now they seem to be a lot more 
comfortable coming in.”

Case Study: Reducing slipping and lameness
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The big change has been with the diminished intensity 
with the animal’s movement. “Where before it was a regular 
occurrence we’ve only had one cow go down since the 
matting was installed,” he said. Feedback from the vet 
confirmed this – “they noticed how settled the cows were.”

There was one more unexpected bonus also. “It’s 
recommended that farmers invest in dark sheets of plastic 
to lay down under the cows when stripping for mastitis,” said 
Lucas. “Concrete is completely unsuitable for this – you just 
can’t see it (signs of mastitis) on that surface. Now, however, 
with the dark colour of the matting, we can check quickly and 
efficiently,” he said.

“ Where before it was a regular occurence, 
we’ve only had one cow go down since 
the matting was installed. Feedback 
from the vet confirmed they noticed how 
settled the cows were.”

     Lucas Allcock, dairy farmer in Te Awamutu

Lameness
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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Reducing 
lame cow 
problems 
and making 
wash down 
easier

Le Fleming’s dairy farm, Morven

Hugh Fleming has a dairy farm in Morven, South Canterbury 
with 950 cows split into 2 herds. He has two dairy sheds on 
his farm, one herringbone and one rotary. Hugh got Numat’s 
Kura Rubber Matting installed in 2020 to help reduce the 
number of cows going lame and to improve cow comfort and 
welfare.

The concrete yards at Hugh’s Rotary shed yards were grooved 
concrete. The grooves were added to help prevent cows 
slipping but they were causing other problems. “The grooved 
concrete was hard to wash, stones got stuck in it and I think 
the stones were contributing to the lameness problems.”

“We’d been looking around at options and we knew Numat 
because we had pit mats installed in our herringbone shed a 
few years back,” said Hugh

When we asked Hugh what the most important benefits of 
the matting were for him, he said, “Durability, service and 
back-up. Myles from the Numat team had lots of experience 
and expertise and made me feel really comfortable about 
buying the matting. I knew I was getting a good product and 
that they were a good company that I could rely on.”

Case Study: Reducing slipping and lameness
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Hugh knew he’d made the right choice by getting rubber 
matting when he first saw the cows come into the yards. 
“The cows flow through the yards much better now than they 
did before, they only stop sometimes if there’s some extra 
noise or they get a fright from something.”

The feature that Hugh likes the most about the Kura matting 
is the soft surface and durability and that Kura matting has a 
10-year guarantee. “It’s nice and thick and looks like it’s going 
to last. It’s a significant investment to get the mats so you 
want to know it’s going to last.” 

Added benefits that Hugh has gained from the matting are 
quieter stock and the ability to stand-off cows on the yards.

“The cows are a bit quieter now which is great. And we’ve 
been able to hold cows on the yards when we get wet 
weather for a few extra hours. You can stand cows on the 
yards longer than what you would if it was just concrete. It 
can get pretty wet out here in Morven so we’ll definitely get a 
bit of use out of it.”

“ Lameness has decreased significantly 
since we’ve had the matting down and 
I’m really happy with it.”

    Hugh Le Fleming, dairy farmer in Morven

The rubber matting is much easier to wash down than the old 
grooved concrete was. Hugh said, “we’re probably saving a bit 
of water and time as well because it’s quicker to wash down 
than the grooved concrete was.”

“Lameness has decreased significantly since we’ve had the 
matting down and I’m really happy with it.” said Hugh.

Lameness
Reduced

Reduced
Cleaning Time

Reduced
Water Usage

Pugging 
Reduced

Cow Flow
Improved

Slipping  
Reduced
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The benefits 
of using 
rubber 
matting on 
Feed Pads
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Increase pasture covers by standing 
cows off for longer
Managing pasture covers in wet conditions can be a 
challenge. The use of a feed pad, stand off pad or sacrifice 
paddock can make managing pasture covers much easier.

Anyone that stands their cows off on a concrete pad will 
know that it’s not good for cow health to keep them on there 
for more than a few hours at a time. Standing on concrete is 
hard on leg and hip joints, it’s cold and uncomfortable for both 
cows and humans. 

Adding quality rubber matting to your feed pad will give you 
the ability to stand-off cows for longer while still keeping 
them comfortable. We see many Numat customers standing 
off their cows on matting for 20 hours a day in order to build 
up pasture covers with great success.

Low maintenance & easy to clean
Concrete is a common flooring material for feed pads in NZ. 
However, concrete floors can be slippery over time and the 
porous surface holds bacteria and can be hard to hose down. 

Feed pad foundations are usually built with a slight angle 
to help excess water & effluent run off into a farm drainage 
or effluent system. Numat’s rubber matting features a 
vulcanised non porous surface that is easy to hose down or 
can be cleaned with a rubber scraper.

The porous surface of concrete will capture and hold onto 
cow manure and cause it to become slippery.

Warmer and quieter
Rubber matting provides a soft and insulated surface for 
your cows to stand on. It is naturally warmer and quieter than 
concrete which helps your animals feel more at ease and 
comfortable for longer periods of time.

Cows are easily frightened by loud noises as they are a prey 
animal, therefore the sound insulating properties of natural 
rubber help to keep your cows more at ease.

Numat’s rubber matting comes with a 10 year guarantee so 
you can rest assured it will be a long lasting solution. It will 
also extend the life of the concrete in your feed pad and is 
low maintenance which saves you time and money in the 
long run.

Numat rubber mats for feed pads come as interlocking tiles 
so if you ever get some of your rubber surface damaged we 
can simply replace the damaged area with new mats. 

The water-jet cut interlocking edges mean a secure fit so you 
don’t need to worry about the mats pulling apart and they 
are secured with specially designed stainless steel anchors. 
Installation is easy, requiring just a drill and a hammer.

The benefits 
of using 
rubber 
matting on 
Feed Pads

Benefits of matting on Feed Pads

Stand cows off for longer 

More comfortable to stand on,  
cows will choose to stand on rubber 
over concrete

Warmer & quieter

Low maintenance
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For Richard 
van Ras, 
Numat’s 
rubber 
matting was 
a lifesaver

Van Ras’ dairy farm, Morrinsville

When the wettest winter Richard had seen in 38 years 
threatened to ruin the farm, Richard and son, Johan, turned 
to Numat rubber matting as a solution. 

The matting allowed Richard and Johan to stand cows off for 
long periods and bring their farm up to 2400 cover, ready for 
calving season. 

Richard and Johan had built a concrete surface feed pad in 
2013 and their initial plan was to use this and a sacrifice 
paddock to manage their wet pasture. But, being a concrete 
surface, they could only have the cows on the feed pad for a 
short period.

It became clear that if they continued with their initial plan, 
they would run out of paddocks for calving. A better solution 
was needed.

It was Johan who researched and found the solution – a 
Lincoln University research paper on the benefits of rubber 
matting providing the evidence he needed to consider rubber 
matting. After becoming convinced the rubber mats were the 
solution, Richard and Johan contacted Numat. Within a couple 
of weeks, they had their feed pad covered in 25mm thick 
mats.After installation, they were pleased to see how the 

Case Study: Rubber matting on Feed Pads
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cows responded well to standing off on the rubber mats. With 
the ability to stand off for extended periods, their pasture 
was able to recover and grow.

Johan recounts how the mats helped them achieve this:

“In a few days I saw how the cows responded to spending 
time on the pads, I could really adjust my management. So, 
for the month of June they spent 20 hours a day on the pad 
and I went on a 200-day round to build cover. I got the cover 
from 1800 by end of May to 2600 (bit high I know) by the 1st 
day of calving.

The pad needed to be cleaned each day, but I had no 
lameness and the cows ran to the feed pad each day, which 
they don’t do after two days on concrete.

The rest of the season was a well above normal rain fall so 
the farm stayed wet for a long time and the feed pad got a 
hammering with cows calving on there as well. But the key to 
having the rubber on the feed pad was to ensure I could limit the 
pasture damage due to the well above normal moisture levels.

I had a higher pasture cover so than when cows went into 
pasture they just filled up and sat down. It was a successful 
strategy and once it did dry out, we could top and get back to 
normality.

“ The rubber mats have been in for three 
seasons and still look like the day we put 
them in. I can take cows off pasture at 
any time, so I don’t over graze in summer 
and have no pugging in winter.”

 Richard Van Ras, dairy farmer in Morrinsville

The rubber mats have been in for three seasons and still 
look like the day we put them in. The mats are an essential 
management tool over both winter and summer. I can take 
cows off pasture at any time, so I don’t over graze in summer 
and have no pugging in winter.” said Johan.

Lameness
Reduced

Pugging 
Reduced

Slipping  
Reduced
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Comfortable, 
happy cows 
at Normandy 
Land, thanks 
to Numat 
matting

PJ William’s, Matamata

The new rubber matting for the feed pad at Normandy Land, 
Matamata, is durable, long-lasting and perfect for the cows’  
well-being.

Situated in Waharoa, just outside of Matamata, Normandy 
Land is a dairy farm that needed new feed pad matting to 
ensure the cows’ comfortability.

PJ Williams, the farm manager, knew that they needed new 
matting for their feed pad, an area where they put cows to 
feed them and keep them from turning their pastures to 
mud when it gets wet. PJ had several criteria for this matting, 
stating, “we were trying to achieve a long lasting product 
that had high quality, and also something that was going to 
be good for the cows.”

PJ wanted to ensure that the cows would be comfortable 
and could stay on the feed pad for longer than they could on 
concrete. He also emphasised that he was of course looking 
for quality and reliability, for a product that would last well 
into the future and not have to be replaced.

Case Study: Rubber matting on Feed Pads
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Having looked at other products, PJ was struck by their lesser 
quality and “how they varied and bubbled, and didn’t stay 
straight with wear and tear.” He and his colleagues then 
came across Numat and, with the help of Numat’s team 
and expertise, they settled on the Kura mat, because of its 
strength and durability.

PJ says that they realised instantly that they had made the 
right decision to go with Numat. They appreciated the ease 
with which the rubber matting was cut and laid, and thought 
“the precision of the jigsaw cuts and how they all interlinked 
was all just A1.”

The most important critics, however, were the cows, and PJ 
confirms that “the cows absolutely love it.” The cows’ welfare 
was of the utmost concern for the team at Normandy Land, 
and they are all now satisfied that they have provided the 
right environment for the animals, with PJ summing it up: “We 
can have our cows in here for long periods of time through 
the winter, no wear and tear on joints, no sore feet, no 
slipping.”

“ We can have our cows in here for long 
periods of time through the winter, no 
wear and tear on joints, no sore feet, no 
slipping.”

 PJ Williams, dairy farmer in Matamata

Lameness
Reduced

Pugging 
Reduced

Slipping  
Reduced
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Improving 
cow comfort 
and pasture 
management 
with rubber 
matting

George and Jan Smith’s dairy farm,  
Puriri, Coromandel

In 2016, George Smith faced a tough situation on his Puriri 
dairy farm. Situated in the Coromandel, the farm’s pasture 
often lay sodden from heavy rainfall. Pasture management 
was becoming a problem.

George says, “with Regional Council requirement for proof of 
moisture seal on our ageing wood chip standoff area it was 
only a matter of time before it had to be replaced. The rising 
cost of wood chip and inability to keep it clean meant that we 
needed to look at a new system.”

For George and wife, Jan, rubber matting seemed the obvious 
option.

In order to trial the concept, George purchased and installed 
475m2 of Numat’s Kura mat on his dairy yard; the idea being 
that he could use the yard to stand-off cows during wet 
periods and the benefits of soft rubber matting would be felt 
elsewhere, particularly at milking time.

Case Study: Rubber matting on Feed Pads
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The decision to install the product paid off and within a short 
time, George knew he had made the right choice with the 
Kura matting. The cows were visibly more comfortable on the 
rubber and the ability to stand-off cows on the yard was a 
boon in wet weather.

In 2018, when George decided to build a dedicated feed pad 
structure, he knew rubber matting was a must. “We were 
happy with the product, so it was always our intention to use 
rubber matting when we built a feed pad,” says George.

Now that the covered feed pad is finished and the mats 
are down, George says the decision to stand-off cows has 
become an easy one stating, “Previously, in late winter 
and spring, the decision to stand cows off was often 
compromised by deteriorating conditions on the stand-off 
area. Now the only criteria is, do they need to stand-off?”

Furthermore, George says the decision to install the matting 
has been an economically sensible one. “There is a large nett 
saving in the interest cost on a covered feed stand-off facility 
which is sustainable in the long term against the annual cost 
for wood chip for a stand-off area that was not sustainable.”

“ We were happy with the product, so it 
was always our intention to use rubber 
matting when we built a feed pad.”

 George Smith, dairy farmer in Coromandel

In terms of productivity, George says it’s too early to assess 
gains – but he confirms that his cow condition and feed cover 
are both better, as is management in adverse conditions; 
both hot and cold. He also no longer worries about his 
pasture getting pugged or his cows sitting in mud. 

When the rain comes, he simply brings them inside, onto the 
rubber mats, where they are warm, comfortable, and well 
cared for.

Lameness
Reduced

Pugging 
Reduced

Slipping  
Reduced
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New covered 
feed pad 
protects this  
herd from the 
elements
Bruce & Robyn McLennan, Putaruru

Bruce and Robyn McLennan have a 900-cow herd that is fed, 
watered and protected from the elements in a state-of-the 
art feed-pad shelter.

The new covered feed pad was installed in 2019 on the 
221ha property to help manage their growing herd. They 
had progressively increased the herd from 500 cows in 2008 
and replaced an old feed-pad and effluent disposal on the 
property at Lichfield, near Putaruru. Robyn says the old feed-
pad, built in 2005, had “reached its use-by date and we were 
restricted by size.”

The new covered feed-pad was built on a site next to their 
new 54-bail rotary milking shed. Robyn says the scale of the 
feed-pad enables the 900 cows to stand for 12 hours or more 
if required – they generally spend about three hours-a-day 
around morning and afternoon milkings.

The herd is split into two - 450 cows apiece - for milking, 
which Robyn says makes it easier for farm management 
particularly in relation to paddock size and floorspace on the 
feed-pad.

Each cow has 12 square metres of space on the feed-pad, 
which features feed lanes down the middle and along the 
sides. 

Waiter troughs are sprinkled throughout the structure, along 
with special brushes – activated by the cows – which Robyn 
says reduces itchy skin, improves blood circulation and leads 
not only to a more relaxed cow but also a healthier herd.

The feed pad has 3300 square metres of rubber matting 
supplied and installed by Numat. Sales consultant Anthony 
Garton says the McLennan feed-pad has Numat’s Kura 
product, a premium 25mm interlocking mat with mosaic 
profile and thick studded base.

The German rubber product is durable and easy to clean, 
says Anthony. “Animals in Europe live on this matting all-year 
round indoors,” he says. “It’s a good standing mat.”

Anthony says the key to Kura is cow comfort, with the 
recycled rubber – from old tyres – providing a soft, safe and 
durable surface which helps prevents lameness in cows. 

Case Study: Rubber matting on Feed Pads
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“ The key to Kura is cow comfort, with 
the recycled rubber – from old tyres 
– providing a soft, safe and durable 
surface which helps prevents lameness 
in cows.”

 Anthony Garton, Numat Sales Consultant

“It’s all about keeping cows’ feet safe,” he says. “This 
replicates their natural environment.” The 1m square 
sections of matting are “pinned down” to the concrete floor 
with a stainless-steel anchoring system. Anthony says the 
matting will last 20 years before needing to be replaced.

An effluent scraper, pulled by a quad bike, is put over the 
pad every third day. A flood-wash system is employed daily 
on the feed-pad. This uses recycled “green” water from 
the cowshed, along with freshwater caught from its roof. 
Electrically controlled by timer, the system is gravity fed.

Material from the flood-wash is piped into a collection pond, 
with solids going into a bunker and liquids ultimately spread 
onto pasture.

Underneath the rubber matting, there is a concrete floor. 
After earthworks were completed, the pad area was pre-
levelled and concrete laid in strips for the standing and 
feeding areas.

A two per cent fall – for the gradient of the concrete surface 
for the gravity-fed operation - was used in the pad design to 
accommodate the flood-wash.

The entire feed-pad is protected from the elements by a 
polyethylene roof supported by galvanised steel framework 
and 350mm diameter timber poles secured 6m-7m into the 
ground by concrete footings. 

Bruce says a feed-pad cover improves the overall health 
of the cows. “The cover lets in up to 90 per cent of natural 
light, while stopping heat, rain and snow from entering the 
structure,” he says.

“The cows enjoy conditions that are 3-4 degrees C warmer in 
winter and 3-4 degrees C cooler in summer, increasing herd 
health and reducing vet bills.”

Bruce McLennan says the herd has adapted well to the 
innovation, with milk production expected to rise by 10 per 
cent this season.

The covered feed-pad also makes management of the farm a 
lot easier, he says.

Lameness
Reduced

Pugging 
Reduced

Slipping  
Reduced
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Rubber 
matting gives 
this feed 
pad greater 
functionality

Jeremy Strange, Southern Pastures, Mid Canterbury

Lochan Mor is a 340ha centre pivot irrigated dairy farm 
located in the Staveley foothills. It was purchased by 
Southern Pastures back in 2014 and since then significant 
capital expenditure has been invested to upgrade the 
property such as housing, effluent storage and dispersal, 
lanes, calf rearing facilities and establishing native plantings. 
They also built new concrete silage bunkers and a feed pad to 
fit in with their pasture and forage fed system.

They milk 1120 cows twice a day 
with two herds.

Jeremy Strange is the Farm Project & Compliance Manager 
for Southern Pastures and he had previously seen Numat’s 
Legend Rubber Matting on other farms where it was used 
to prevent cows slipping on yards where concrete grooving 
wasn’t an option.

“Rubber matting was installed as part of the feed pad 
construction to give greater functionality to the area. It 
makes it more comfortable for feeding cows and can it also 
be used for loafing a small portion of the herd if they were 

Case Study: Rubber matting on Feed Pads
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“ As an organisation highly focussed on 
sustainability, having mats constructed 
from recycled rubber was very 
important to us and one of the reasons 
we chose Numat over an alternative 
supplier .”

 Jeremy Strange,  
Farm Project & Compliance Manager, Southern Pastures

kept home over the winter or holding smaller springing mobs 
for short intervals during calving. We selected the Legend 
matting as we believe it had the best mix of grip, comfort 
if required and hopefully longevity. Potential grazing cost 
saving as well by keeping part of the herd at home during 
dry-off.” said Jeremy.

Before going ahead with the large-scale investment of 
getting the matting (which included two other feed pads 
on other farms), Jeremy, or his colleagues also visited other 
Numat customers in both the North and South Islands to 
check performance of historical installations.   

We asked Jeremy what the most important benefits were for 
him when he was considering rubber matting options and 
he said:

“In most circumstances grip has been the priority but for feed 
pads comfort equally to give us the flexibility, if needed, for 
loafing. Given the significant investment, durability is critical.”

The Legend matting has been down now for about two years 
and Jeremy says, “it’s still early days given the expected 
longevity of the product, but we are very happy with the after-
sales service with an annual maintenance check to re-fix any 
mats that may have lifted during cleaning by rubber scraper.”

“As an organisation highly focussed on sustainability, having 
mats constructed from recycled rubber was very important to 
us and one of the reasons we chose Numat over an alternative 
supplier whose mats were new rubber.” said Jeremy.

Having the matting on the feed pad gives the team at 
Southern Pastures the option of using it as a loafing/stand-
off pad. “This gives us the flexibility to reduce walking 
distance/times and therefore lameness potential in wet 
conditions,” said Jeremy.

“The feed pad itself provides multiple benefits around better 
feed utilisation, reduced time feeding out, and less wear/
tear on machinery, lanes and paddocks. If utilised as a loafing 

area, then for that portion of the herd we’d see reduced 
pugging in wet conditions. We also have the flexibility to 
have cows off for short periods of the day that decreases 
the chance of soil damage when we experience an extreme 
weather event.”

Southern Pastures is strongly committed to sustainability 
and improving their environmental footprint. To that end and 
on all nineteen farms, they’re working toward improved water 
efficiency, optimal use of effluent to minimise additional 
fertiliser and reduction in Nitrogen losses and greenhouse 
gasses. They are also continuing the implementation of their 
planting plans improving biodiversity, shade and shelter plus 
continuing to establish Dung Beetle numbers.

Lameness
Reduced

Pugging 
Reduced

Slipping  
Reduced
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